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Abstract
Background: Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by
impairment in social interactions and communication. Additional features include restricted, repetitive
patterns of behaviors, and differences in sensory processing. The clinical presentation of patients with
ASD is heterogeneous, likely re�ecting multiple underlying etiologies. Heterogeneity in presentation and
treatment response are barriers to development of precise therapeutic approaches. Therefore,
identi�cation of clinically meaningful subgroups within ASD is critical to develop targeted interventions.
We hypothesized that sensory features can be used to identify clinically recognizable subgroups with
shared underlying etiologies.

Methods: Subjects included 378 individuals with a clinical diagnosis of ASD who contributed Short
Sensory Pro�le (SSP) data assessing the frequency of sensory behaviors and whole genome sequencing
results to the Autism Speaks’ MSSNG database. To determine if the SSP could be used to subgroup
individuals with ASD, we performed cluster analysis on responses to all 38 questions, followed by an
independent cluster analysis using only a subset of questions selected speci�cally to assay hyper- and
hypo-sensitivity to sensory stimulation. Cross-validation of the resulting clusters determined the �nal
subgroups. To test for shared underlying etiologies, we correlated variant frequency across subgroups for
each of 24,896 genes. Variant frequency included any variation in each gene regardless of the type of
variant. To be signi�cantly associated with a subgroup, a gene variant frequency had to be greater than
four standard deviations (SD) from the mean frequency for all subgroups and 3 SD different from each
subgroup.

Results: We identi�ed seven distinct sensory-based ASD subgroups. Subgroup 1, characterized by
atypical scores in all sensory areas, was not associated with any genes. Subgroups 2, 4 and 6 were
signi�cantly associated with four to six genes each. Subgroups 3, 5 and 7 were enriched for 126, 12 and
50 genes, respectively.

Limitations: This study was performed using retrospective data that did not include other phenotypic
data such as age, comorbidities, or measures of disease severity. All those likely contribute to the
variability of the identi�ed subgroups

Conclusions: These results support the use of sensory features to identify ASD subgroups with shared
genetic mechanisms. 

Background
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a group of pervasive neurodevelopmental disorders de�ned by the
presence of language delay, impairment in social interactions and repetitive, restricted behaviors (Masi et
al., 2017). Despite a high prevalence of at least 1.5% and increasing family and societal costs (Lyall et al.,
2017, Baxter et al., 2015, Kogan et al., 2008), there are currently no targeted pharmacological treatments
for ASD (Pandina et al., 2020). A major barrier to development of targeted treatments is the heterogeneity
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in disease presentation seen across patients with ASD (Betancur et al., 2011, Jeste et al., 2014). Varied
clinical presentations likely re�ect diverse underlying molecular mechanisms. Similarly, diversity in
patient groups may obscure e�cacy in treatment trials. Thus, it is necessary to develop a standardized
approach to distinguish different subgroups of patients with ASD based on both clinical features and
underlying molecular/genetic etiologies (Ingram et al, 2008, Jacob et al., 2019, Wolfers et al., 2019).

Sensory processing differences are a common and debilitating component of the diagnostic criteria for
ASD (Posar and Visconti 2018). As such, sensory-based subgrouping of ASD patients is promising in the
classi�cation of the heterogeneous ASD patients (Lane et al., 2014). Notably, sensory pro�les where the
speci�c pattern of sensory features is present in a certain patient population have been applied to other
neurodevelopmental disorders such as Angelman, Cornelia de Lange and Fragile X syndromes (Heald et
al, 2020) as well as Phelan-McDermid Syndrome and SYNGAP-1 Associated intellectual disability (Lyons-
Warren et al, 2020). Further, sensory differences have been correlated with other features of ASD such as
level of functioning (Klintwall et al., 2011). Given the strong evidence supporting the use of sensory
features to identify subgroups within ASD, it is not surprising that previous studies have used cluster
analysis to identify sensory-based subgroups (reviewed in Simpson et al., 2019). However, despite
multiple studies, no consensus about ASD subgrouping has been reached, re�ecting the heterogeneity of
ASD as well as the variety of different sensory survey tools used. Finally, no previous proposed sensory-
based subgroups have been linked to underlying molecular mechanisms or genetic variants.

Here, we capitalize on Short Sensory Pro�le (SSP) and whole genome sequencing (WGS) data from 378
patients with ASD, collected as part of the Autism Speaks’ MSSNG Database (https://research.mss.ng).
We report seven sensory-based ASD subgroups with shared underlying genetic mechanisms, paving the
way toward better classi�cation of this heterogeneous patient population and development of targeted
therapeutics.

Methods
The aim of this study was to identify subgroups of patients with ASD based on their sensory phenotypes
and to determine if these subgroups shared underlying genetic mechanisms. Towards this aim, this study
utilized Short Sensory Pro�le (SSP) data and whole genome sequencing (WGS) results for 378 subjects,
of which 80% (303/378) were male, obtained from the Autism Speaks’ MSSNG Database. Additional
information including age or spectrum of impairment for these individuals was not available. The
Institutional Review Board for human studies at Baylor College of Medicine reviewed this study and
granted an exemption based on the absence of individually identifying information in the database.

Procedures
The SSP (McIntosh et al. 1999) is a 38-question parent survey that quanti�es frequency of sensory
behaviors using a 5-point likert scale (1 = always, 5 = never). SSP data have previously been used to
assess sensory features in many neurodevelopmental disorders (Mangeot et al., 2001; Carr et al., 2010;
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John et al., 2010; Bruni et al., 2010) including ASD (Rogers et al., 2003; Tomchek and Dunn 2007;
Ashburner et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2009). Questions are divided into seven sections termed sensory areas:
Tactile Sensitivity, Taste/Smell Sensitivity, Movement Sensitivity, Underresponsive/Seeks Sensation,
Auditory Filtering, Low Energy/Weak, and Visual/Auditory Sensitivity. Scores are summed in each area
and compared to standardized scores for typically developing children. Subjects are categorized as
typically responding, probably different, or de�nitely different.

In order to more directly assay hyper- and hypo-sensitivity, we extracted questions that asked speci�cally
about hyper- or hypo-sensitivity in each of the �ve main sensory domains using best clinical judgement
(Table 1). Two of the sensory areas in the SSP evaluate features outside the �ve main sensory domains
of hearing, vision, touch, taste, and smell. For example, the Movement Sensitivity category asks how
often the child “fears falling or heights.” These questions were not included in the hyper- and hypo-
sensitivity sub-analysis. Similarly, some questions regarding primary senses cannot be extrapolated to
hyper- or hypo-sensitivity, such as “Rubs or scratches out a spot that has been touched.” Scores for the
subset of questions within each sensory domain were summed and assigned as typically responsive or
hyper/hypo responsive using adjusted cut-offs based on the SSP validated data (McIntosh et al. 1999).
Cluster analyses performed using both the full SSP and this subset of questions. (Fig. 1) 

Data Analysis
First, histogram visualization of the SSP responses in each of the seven sensory areas and the four
sensory domains allowed evaluation of the range of responses for all 378 subjects. One subject was
excluded from further analysis due to incomplete data (Fig. 1). Next, we performed two independent
cluster analyses on SSP responses from 377 individuals using the responses to all 38 questions or the
subset of responses focused on hyper-and hypo-sensitivity (Table 1). These datasets will be referred to as
“38Question” or “Hyper/hypo sensitivity” respectively. The cluster analysis was done using K-mean
clustering on bootstrap samples and then using consensus clusters from the bootstraps as the �nal
clusters. Final clusters for K = 3–10 were visually compared for each data set. To cross-validate the data,
we compared subgroups identi�ed by each clustering method to each other and only included the 222
subjects in overlapping clusters that could be de�ned using both methods in the �nal analysis.

Variant Extraction and Analysis
WGS results within the MSSNG database are stored in Google Query. All variants that were annotated to a
gene and had a minimum Combined Annotation Dependent Depletion (CADD) score of 15 were extracted
from this database. In order to be exploratory, a lower threshold that included both deleterious and
common variants was used. This list was then used to call variants from each subject. Called variants
were aggregated at a gene level for each subject meaning a variant was marked observed if at least one
variant annotated to the gene was found regardless of the variant type. Using this method, 24,896 genes
for which at least one patient had a variant were identi�ed. For each gene, the variant frequency was
calculated as the percent of subjects in each cluster with variant(s) in that gene. Variant frequency did
not follow a normal distribution; therefore the nonparametric test Kruskal-Wallis was used to compare
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frequencies across clusters. In order to reduce the number of genes to a manageable size in an unbiased
fashion, genes for which the variant frequency differed across clusters were prioritized using a cut-off
chosen based on the distribution of variant frequencies. Speci�cally, 58.44% (14,550/24,896) of genes
had a variant frequency less than 10% in all clusters and were excluded. To determine if variant frequency
was statistically associated with a given cluster, the mean difference in variant frequency for each gene
for each cluster was plotted. Genes with variant frequency more than 4SD above or below the mean
variant frequency in the other six clusters were evaluated further. Within this subset, genes with variant
frequency more than 3SD above or below the variant frequency of each other cluster were considered
signi�cantly associated with that subgroup. (Fig. 1)

Results

Short Sensory Pro�le Responses in non-syndromic ASD are
heterogeneous
The primary goal of this study was to use sensory features to identify subgroups within ASD. In order to
create subgroups, there must be variation within the group. Therefore, we �rst looked at the distribution of
SSP scores within our cohort. Consistent with prior reports (Rogers et al., 2003; Tomchek and Dunn 2007;
Ashburner et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2009), a wide range of scores in each of the seven sensory areas
assayed by the SSP was observed (Fig. 2A). Most histograms skewed towards higher values associated
with typical scoring ranges. However, the score distributions for under-responsiveness-seeks sensation
and auditory �ltering exhibited a bell shape distribution with the peak in mid-range scores suggesting
most subjects were probably different from typically developing children in those areas (Fig. 2A). Only
eight subjects (2%) scored in the typically performing range (Fig. 2A, green shading) for all sensory areas.
Similarly, only 24 subjects (6%) scored in the de�nitely different range (Fig. 2A, blue shading) for all
sensory areas. Scoring in the probably or de�nitely different range for all sensory areas was slightly more
common, seen in 54 subjects (14%). Overall, the scores were broadly distributed suggesting su�cient
variation to allow for clustering. 

Meaningful subgrouping requires that the features being grouped are not random. Therefore, we next
asked if all possible combinations of sensory features were present. To answer this question, data were
simpli�ed into binary categories in which all subjects were classi�ed as typically performing or different
from typical performance including probably different and de�nitely different using standardized,
previously published ranges from a group of 1,037 children without disabilities (McIntosh et al. 1999).
Using this method, only 82 out of 128 possible combinations of sensory areas were present in the cohort
suggesting that sensory changes are not random and that certain sensory areas tend to be affected
together. In fact, the 10 most common patterns described 162 subjects (43%) (Table 2). 45 patterns were
rare, being seen in three or fewer subjects each.

Broad heterogeneity was also present in the distribution of hyper- and hypo-sensitivity scores (Fig. 2B)
derived from a subset of the SSP responses (Table 1). Notably, many subjects were both hyper and
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hyposensitive in the modalities of touch (47, 12.4%), hearing (156, 41%) and vision (35, 9%). Consistent
with the analysis of the seven sensory areas de�ned by the SSP, only 26 subjects (7%) were hyper-
sensitive in all sensory modalities. 32 subjects (8.4%) were neither hyper- nor hypo-sensitive in any
sensory modality. Overall, scores in the subset analysis were similarly broadly distributed suggesting
su�cient variation to allow for clustering.

Cluster analysis optimizes at seven sensory based
subgroups
Having determined that SSP scores in this cohort were su�ciently broadly distributed to allow for
clustering, we performed cluster analysis on bootstrap samples for 100 iterations using K-means
clustering on responses from 377 subjects. The K-mean clustering was run with K = 3 to K = 10 on
bootstrap samples for 100 iterations and the consensus clusters for each K were used as the �nal cluster
for subsequent analyses. This cluster analysis was separately performed using both responses to all 38
questions (Fig. 3A) and the hyper/hypo sensitivity subset (Fig. 3B). Visual inspection of the consensus
heatmaps illustrated that K = 3 provided the most consistent clustering. However, these groupings could
be described by “affected in all areas,” “affected in no areas” and “all other subjects” and thus were not
clinically relevant. Overall, we determined six clusters represented the most reproducible and consistent
number of subgroups (Fig. 3). 

Cluster analysis of responses to all 38 questions in the SSP identi�ed six subgroups (Fig. 4A). Group 1 (N 
= 72) was characterized by high percentage of subjects who scored probably or de�nitely different in all
seven areas. Similarly, group 2 (N = 72) was characterized by predominantly typical performance in six of
the seven sensory areas. For group 2, subjects scored probably different only in area seven
(visual/auditory sensitivity). Each of the remaining four subgroups exhibited a unique pattern (Fig. 4A).
For example, group 3 (N = 64) was de�ned by subjects scoring in the de�nitely different range in all areas
except three and six (movement sensitivity and low energy/weak). In contrast, group 4 (N = 79) was
de�ned by subjects scoring in the de�nitely different range only in areas four and �ve (under-
responsiveness/seeks sensation and auditory �ltering) paired with probably different scoring in area
seven (visual/auditory sensitivity). Group 5 (N = 63) was associated with isolated scoring in the de�nitely
different range for areas two and �ve (taste/smell sensitivity and auditory �ltering) as well as probably
different scores for area seven. Finally, group 6 (N = 27) was associated with scores in the de�nitely
different range for areas �ve and six (auditory �ltering and low energy) with mixed scores in areas one
through four as well as probably different scores for area seven. Consistent with the distribution of scores
in this cohort (Fig. 2), subjects scoring probably or de�nitely different in areas �ve (auditory �ltering) and
seven (visual/auditory sensitivity) were seen in all six clusters. Thus, cluster analysis identi�ed a cohort
of subjects likely to be different in all or almost all areas, subjects mostly scoring in the typically
developing range and four unique clusters with distinct patterns of sensory features. 

Next, we performed the same analysis using the subset of questions evaluating hyper and hypo
sensitivity (Table 2, Fig. 4B). Notably, group 1 (N = 92), characterized by increased hyper- and hypo-
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sensitivity in all sensory modalities, was similar to group 1 in the 38-question analysis. Similarly, group 4
(N = 51) was characterized by the absence of hyper- or hypo-sensitivity in all sensory modalities and
group 3 (N = 60) was characterized by isolated auditory hyposensitivity. These two groups corresponded
to 38-question cluster 2 phenotypically and had the greatest overlap in subjects with 38-question group 2.
The remaining three groups were de�ned by distinct patterns of hyper- and hypo-sensitivity. Speci�cally,
group 2 (N = 74) was characterized by auditory hyper- and hypo-sensitivity. Group 5 (N = 58) was
characterized by hypo-sensitivity in the auditory and tactile domains. Finally, group 6 (N = 42) was
characterized by auditory hypo-sensitivity and hyper-sensitivity to taste. (Fig. 4B) Similar to the 38-
question analysis, �ve of the six groups included auditory hypo-sensitivity re�ecting the high prevalence
of auditory behaviors in this cohort. Thus, both cluster analyses identi�ed a cohort of subjects that were
very affected, a group mostly scoring in the typically developing or unaffected range and at least three
unique clusters with distinct patterns of sensory features.

Having identi�ed phenotypically distinct subgroups using two methods, the subgroups were validated by
evaluating the degree of overlap between the two methods. Not unexpectedly given the corresponding
phenotypic features, there was notable overlap between the groups identi�ed in each method (Fig. 5).
However, 38-question group 2 was divided between hyper/hypo sensitivity groups 3 and 4. Similarly,
hyper/hypo sensitivity group 1 had the greatest overlap with both 38-question groups 1 and 6. The
overlap between the two methods best identi�ed seven subgroups (Fig. 5, highlighted boxes) comprising
222 subjects. 

Thus, we concluded that sensory features can reliably be used to generate clinically distinct subgroups
within a heterogeneous population of non-syndromic ASD patients. Further, we conclude that in the
MSSNG cohort, there are seven distinct subgroups.

Subgroups are associated with genetic variants
Having successfully identi�ed seven sensory based subgroups, we next asked if these subgroups
predicted shared molecular mechanisms as indicated by correlation with genetic variants using whole
genome sequencing (Fig. 1). The analysis included variants with at least a CADD score of 15 and
annotation to a gene from the MSSNG database which were aggregated to a gene level for each patient
for further analysis. Whole genome sequencing results were not available for seven of the subjects
coming from �ve of the seven subgroups. In total, we identi�ed 24,896 genes for which at least one
patient had an annotated variant.

In order to ask if variants in a given gene were associated with a subgroup, we calculated variant
frequency within each subgroup for each of these genes. The mean variant frequency was 9.14%
(Fig. 6A). Most genes had a low variant frequency, with the mean variant frequency at 2SD being only
30%. Importantly, because all variants were collapsed, this analysis is looking at both common and rare
variant frequency and thus a low variant frequency is not unexpected. Many (41.5%) genes had a low
variant frequency in all subgroups meaning less than 10% of subjects in the subgroup had a variant. In
fact, the mean variant frequency for each subgroup was less than 13% (range 7.1% − 12.2%). Group 3
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had the highest mean variant frequency at 12.2% which was signi�cantly higher than all other groups
(Kruskal-Wallis, p < 2.2e-16). 

To screen for enrichment of variants in a given subgroup, we calculated the average difference in variant
frequency. For example, 62% of subjects in subgroup 6 had at least one variant in SHANK1. In contrast,
the other subgroups had variant frequencies ranging from 29–33% for an average of 31%. Thus, the
average difference in variant frequency was 30.6% (p < 0.0005 for a gene to have a difference in variant
frequency of this magnitude) indicating variants in SHANK1 were 30.6% more common in subgroup 6
compared to other subgroups. In contrast, the mean frequency of these variants as listed in gnomAD is
0.88%. Plotting the distribution of the difference in variant frequency for each gene revealed that the top
1% of genes had a difference in variant frequency of 21.68% or greater (Fig. 6B).

It is not known what percent difference in variant frequency is clinically signi�cant. Therefore, we
considered multiple thresholds based on standard deviations with a goal of being more inclusive and
ultimately used dual criteria to ensure that all associated genes associated with just one subgroup. Four
standard deviations (20.7% increased or decreased variant frequency from the mean of all subgroups)
was the initial cut-off. The second threshold accounted for differences in subgroup distribution in that
any genes that were less than three standard deviations from any other subgroup were also excluded.
Following these criteria, some groups associated with a small number of genes including six genes with
increased variant frequency in group 2, four genes with increased or decreased variant frequency in group
4, and six genes with increased or decreased frequency in group 6. In contrast, group 3 associated with
126 genes with increased variant frequency, 12 genes with increased or decreased variant frequency
associated with group 5, and 50 genes with increased or decreased variant frequency associated with
group 7. Notably, no genes associated with group 1, characterized by di�culties in all sensory areas
(Fig. 6C).

We were particularly interested in the three subgroups associated with a small number of genes.
Subgroup 2, characterized by differences in sensory areas four (under-responsiveness) and �ve (auditory
�ltering) as well as hyper- and hypo- auditory sensitivity, was associated with variants in FUT8, GGT2,
KCNQ1, NALCN-AS1, PHF12, and SLC25A23 (Table 3). Five of these genes are protein coding genes,
although their functions vary. Subgroup 4, characterized by largely typical performance in all areas for
both methods, associated with variants in CACNA2D3, CUX1, SMG6, and SOBP (Table 3). Three of these
four genes negatively correlated meaning subjects were less likely to have variants. Finally, subgroup 6,
characterized by de�nitely different scores in areas two and �ve (taste/smell sensitivity and auditory
�ltering) as well as hyper-sensitivity to taste and auditory hypo-sensitivity, associated with variants in
FNDC3B, GRIK4, LINC01798, NPR3, SHANK1, and SPAG7 (Table 3). Notably, the �rst four of these genes
negatively correlated. Further, SHANK1 was the most strongly associated with this subgroup and is part
of a gene family previously identi�ed as being related to ASD (Sala et al., 2015, Sato et al., 2012). The
other four subgroups were associated with larger numbers of genes (Supplementary Table 1).

Discussion
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Sensory features can be used to identify unique subgroups
in ASD
The primary aim of this study was to identify sensory-based ASD subgroups that shared underlying
molecular mechanisms based on correlation with genetic variants. Our results demonstrate that cluster
analysis can be used to identify distinct subgroups with unique sensory phenotypes. Speci�cally, in
addition to a subgroup categorized by involvement of many sensory processing differences and a group
characterized by minimal differences in sensory areas, we identi�ed �ve subgroups with unique sensory
patterns associated with speci�c gene variants. Cluster analysis easily discriminated these sensory-
based subgroups, proving feasibility for this type of analysis. Further, these results provide the �rst
evidence for a possible molecular link to sensory-based subgroups in ASD. Overall, these data support the
idea that sensory features are strong candidates to guide patient classi�cation in treatment trials.

Using sensory features to resolve heterogeneity in ASD has been proposed previously (reviewed in
Simpson et al., 2019, Lane et al., 2011, Ausderau et al 2014, Ben-Sasson et al 2008, Lane et al 2014, Lane
et al, 2011, Liss et al 2006, Little et al., 2017, Tomcheck et al, 2018). Most studies use parental surveys
such as the SSP or the SSP-2. Notably, there is little consensus across studies other than a “very
affected” group and a “minimally affected” group. The signi�cant heterogeneity in ASD likely contributes
to these challenges. To address the lack of reproducibility in clustering results, we analyzed our data
using two separate approaches and saw internal validity. However, future collaborations using the same
clustering method on multiple data sets will be helpful in identifying universal sensory subgroups.
Further, most previous studies used broad sensory based descriptors such as “sensory adaptive” or
“sensory over responsivity” rather than looking speci�cally at individual sensory domains (Simpson et al.,
2019). We chose to focus on hyper- and hypo-sensitivity because these qualities are more easily
quanti�ed using direct sensory testing in both patients and mouse models. Future analysis using surveys
targeting hyper- and hypo-sensitivity may help to reduce noise in patient datasets.

Genes associated with each sensory subgroup are relevant
to ASD
Identifying less heterogeneous subgroups within ASD has been proposed as a potential key to developing
targeted treatments (Jeste et al., 2014, Genovese and Butler 2020). Subgrouping using various clinical
features has been done (Eaves et al., 1994, Qi et al., 2020) but it has been increasingly recognized that the
genetic signature of each subgroup will be important (Betancur 2011, Hu and Bi 2020). While sensory
based subgroups in ASD have been proposed (reviewed in Simpson et al., 2019), this study is the �rst to
correlate these sensory based subgroups with genetic variants.

Correlation with genes with variants for each of the seven identi�ed subgroups can be divided into two
categories. Subgroups 2, 4 and 6 were each associated with variants in a small number of genes
(Table 3) suggesting that a single, genetic mechanism maybe strongly associated with those phenotypes.
For example, subgroup 4, characterized by the absence of any hyper- or hypo-sensitivity with only
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probable difference in the domain of under-responsiveness / seeks sensation, was associated with
increased variants in SOBP. SOBP is a nuclear zinc �nger protein associated with intellectual disability
(Birk et al., 2010). In mice, the homologue Jxc1 was shown to cause deafness due to disrupted cochlear
development (Chen et al., 2008). Interestingly, Jxc1 mRNA expression was also seen in the retina and
olfactory epithelium suggesting a link to multiple peripheral sensory systems (Chen et al., 2008).
Subgroup 4 was also associated with decreased likelihood of variants in three other genes (Table 3). In
turn, it may be equally important to look at what genes are not disrupted. Negative correlation may be of
particular value for subgroups with more typical sensory features. Many of the associated genes have
been previously associated with neurological disorders. For example, subgroup 2, characterized by
auditory hyper- and hypo-sensitivity consistent with atypical scores for auditory �ltering and a different
from typical children in the area of under-responsiveness / seeks sensation, was most strongly
associated with variants in FUT8 (Table 3). FUT8 is a fucosyltransferase essential for neurodevelopment
that has also been studied in relation to the immune system and cancer (Schneider et al., 2017). Biallelic
mutations in FUT8 were reported in seven individuals with neurological impairment (Ng et al., 2018, Ng et
al., 2020). Similarly, subgroup 6, characterized by auditory hypo-sensitivity paired with auditory �ltering
scores in the different from typically developing children range as well as taste hyper-sensitivity paired
with de�nitely different taste and smell sensitivity scores, was associated with variants in SHANK1. The
SHANK1 knockout mouse is a model for ASD (Jiang and Ehlers 2013, Sungur et al., 2018), although we
are not aware of any studies evaluating taste in patients or mice with these mutations. Thus, all of these
genes are strong candidates to identify a shared molecular mechanism contributing to the speci�c
sensory phenotype for that subgroup.

The other four clusters identi�ed in our analysis were associated with increased variants in 12 or more
genes. One interpretation is that there is too much noise in our dataset, and thus we were not able to
re�ne to a single gene associated with that phenotype. Future studies will be needed to functionally
evaluate these groups of genes to determine if they mediate a shared pathway. Alternatively, it is possible
that a combination of genes contributes to the phenotype through multiple functional pathways creating
a genetic signature. Further analysis of the genetic variants in these subgroups will be necessary to
elucidate the speci�c mechanistic connection for those subgroups.

How can patients be both hyper and hypo sensitive?
One of the most surprising �ndings from our study was the presence of both hyper- and hypo-sensitivity
within the same sensory domain in the modalities of touch (47, 12.4%), hearing (156, 41%) and vision (35,
9%). Further, hyper/hypo sensitivity group 2 was characterized by selective auditory hyper- and hypo-
sensitivity. Similar seemingly contradictory sensory features have been reported in syndromic ASD, such
as the simultaneous presence of both seeking and avoiding sensory features in Phelan-McDermid
Syndrome and SYNGAP1-ID as measured on the SSP-2 (Lyons-Warren et al., 2020). One possible
explanation is that circuit disruptions leading to these phenotypes affect sensory processing rather than
pure sensory detection as supported by di�culties in �ltering and integration in patients with ASD
(DePape et al., 2012, Stevenson et al., 2014). While some sensory processing does occur in the periphery,
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the presence of mixed hyper- and hypo-sensitivity phenotypes points to central mechanisms such as
global feedback (Noriega 2008) or cortical circuit dysfunction (Gustafsson 1997) that have been
proposed to underly sensory abnormalities in ASD. In contrast, in mouse models of non-syndromic ASD,
peripheral circuit disruptions have been shown to underly olfactory de�cits (Huang et al., 2019). In
contrast, in mouse models of syndromic and non-syndromic ASD, peripheral circuit disruptions have been
shown to underly olfactory de�cits with some models demonstrating both hyper- and hypo-sensitivity
depending on the task (Lyons-Warren et al., 2021). As ASD is heterogeneous and likely represents the
con�uence of many different mechanisms, both central and peripheral circuits maybe involved in
different patient subgroups. Alternatively, Carroll et al recently proposed that phenotypic differences could
result from a combination of both central and peripheral mechanisms (Carroll et al., 2020). Thus, it will be
important to understand the prevalence of the combined hyper- and hypo-sensitivity subgroup and the
frequency of this presentation for each of the sensory domains.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. Most importantly, it is a retrospective study which greatly limited the
available data. For example, while MSSNG has whole genome sequences for over 10,000 individuals with
ASD, Short Sensory Pro�le Responses with whole genome sequencing was available for only 364
individuals. Thus, the �nal number of subjects in each cluster was relatively small. Further, additional
information about these subjects such as their age or ADOS scores was not available. Prior studies have
suggested that sensory processing differences are associated with level of function (Klintwall et al., 2011,
Aykan et al., 2020). Future prospective studies will be needed to validate the subgroups identi�ed in this
study and to expand our understanding of the associated clinical features for each of these subgroups.

Another limitation stemming from the retrospective nature of this study is that the analysis presented
here was done using data obtained from the Short Sensory Pro�le (SSP). The SSP evaluates sensory
behaviors in seven domains evaluating ‘sensory processing patterns’ and ‘self-regulation strategies’ which
is a more global or holistic view of sensory processing (Dunn 1997, Dunn 2014, Little et al., 2016). While
the SSP is well validated and is very useful for clinically understanding the impact of sensory changes in
ASD, it does not directly test for hyper- and hypo-sensitivity which are potentially easier to link to circuit
mechanisms. We addressed this limitation by using a subset of responses focusing on hyper- and hypo-
sensitivity (Table 1). However, our subset of questions has not been validated and a different cut-off
value likely would have changed clustering outcomes. We are reassured by the high degree of phenotypic
overlap between the two methods. However, future studies should use direct measure of sensory ability
and more targeted questionnaires to validate the subgroups identi�ed.

Finally, our �ndings represent only a correlation between sensory-based subgroups and genes with
variants. This study collapsed all variants with a CADD score greater than 15 and thus included
potentially non-deleterious variants but did not include frameshifts or deletions. Further, no distinction
was made between heterozygous or homozygous variants. This approach was taken in order to identify
broad genetic patterns associated with the identi�ed subgroups. As variant frequency was compared
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between subgroups, even if the individual variants themselves are not predicted to be deleterious, the
difference between subgroups is still relevant. However, functional studies will be necessary to test if the
identi�ed genes are causative of the sensory changes,

Conclusions
Using Short Sensory Pro�le (SSP) data from 377 individuals with non-syndromic ASD Spectrum Disorder
(ASD) obtained through the MSSNG database, we identi�ed seven sensory- based subgroups. These
subgroups exhibited high impairment across multiple domains, absence of hyper- or hypo-sensitivity, or
discreet combinations of sensory features. Further, each of these subgroups associated with an increase
in variants within a relatively small group of genes. We conclude that sensory features can be used to
identify subgroups within ASD with shared patterns of genetic variants. These results represent the �rst
step towards identifying mechanistically linked subgroups important for targeted drug development and
evaluating e�cacy in therapeutic trials.
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Figure 1

Method �owchart Short sensory pro�le (SSP) data for 378 patients was obtained from MSSNG. After
evaluating the quality of the data, 377 patients were included in the cluster analyses which both revealed
six clusters. Overlap from these two methods yielded seven subgroups comprised of 222 subjects, of
which 215 were included in the variant analysis.
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Figure 2

Broad distribution of Short Sensory Pro�le responses Histograms showing the number of subjects with
each raw score for (A) each of the seven sensory areas de�ned by the Short Sensory Pro�le and (B)
hyper- or hypo-sensitivity for each sensory domain of vision, hearing and touch as well as hyper-
sensitivity to taste. No questions in the Short Sensory Pro�le evaluate hypo-sensitivity to taste or
olfactory sensitivities.
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Figure 3

Iterative cluster analysis reveals optimal repeat clustering when using k means = 6 Heatmaps showing
overlap for clusters generated using K = 3-10 based on input from (A) all 38 questions in the SSP and (B)
subset analysis focusing on Hyper/Hypo-sensitivity. Red indicates 100% consensus and blue indicates no
consensus. Lighter shading indicates variation across iterations and thus less consensus.
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Figure 4

Subgroup features Histograms showing the number of subjects with each sensory feature for six
subgroups identi�ed in (A) 38 question analysis and (B) Hyper/Hypo sensitivity analysis.
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Figure 5

Consensus clusters Grid showing the number of subjects in each cluster combination. The six subgroups
identi�ed through the 38 Question analysis are plotted on the horizontal access and the six subgroups
identi�ed through the hyper/hypo sensitivity analysis are plotted on the vertical access. Areas of
signi�cant overlap used to determine the �nal consensus subgroups are shaded in yellow.
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Figure 6

Average difference in variant frequency (A) Histogram showing the distribution and standard deviation
(blue lines) of variant frequency for all genes for all subgroups. (B) Histogram showing the distribution of
the difference in variant frequency for each gene. Difference in variant frequency calculated as the
maximum frequency minus the mean of the frequency in the other 6 subgroups. Only 1% of genes had a
difference in variant frequency greater than 21% (gray dashed line). (C) For each subgroup 1-7, the
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percent difference of each gene relative to the mean of the variant frequency in the other six subgroups.
Note that subgroup three is skewed slighter higher. The number of genes meeting the criteria for
signi�cant association due to increased variant frequency is listed at the top and the number of genes
meeting criteria for signi�cant association due to decreased variant frequency is shown at the bottom of
the chart.
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